GSDSEF Project Display Size Requirements

**Exhibit Board Dimensions:**
Cannot exceed:
- Depth – 30 in (76 cm) deep, front to back (maximum depth)
- Width – 48 in total in (122 cm) from side to side
- Height – 36 in (3 ft) to 77 in (6.5 ft) in total from table, 108 in or 274 cm from floor
  ➢ A standard display board is 36 in (height) X 48 in (width) X 12 in (depth)

**ITEMS TO BRING:**
**Notebook and/or Models:**
- This/these should be displayed with your project display board.
- **Note:** Bring project notebook with you on Check-in Day. On the morning of Judging Day, you may not have time to enter the Exhibit Hall before Judging begins. **Judges often review notebooks before students enter the Exhibit Hall.**
- Attach your notebook to display board with string, chain, etc.
- If you require electrical or floor space for backboard or apparatus, please contact Phil Gay at philscfr@gmail.com as soon as possible.

**Chair and lunch:**
- Chair needs to be a folding or camping style.
- Label chair and lunch with your name. Bring your chair and lunch on Judging Day.

Displays are inspected for size and safety before entering the Exhibit Hall on check-in day. Refer to **Items Not Allowed on Display** page on what is not allowed on/with your display board.